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Ascend® Air-cooled Chiller

High energy efficiency meets quiet operation. ACR chillers are specially designed for easy integration with facilities 
that have specialized requirements.

Premium efficiency. Delivers amazing efficiency 
under all operating conditions, plus free cooling 
in units up to 550 tons. Ascend Model ACR can 
maximize savings, especially in spaces that require 
more energy. An optional harmonic filtration system 
utilizes a matrix filter design to meet the requirements 
of IEEE® 519, while also reducing harmonic distortion 
to 5% (or less) total demand distortion (TDD).

Superior sound performance. Model ACR chillers 
use industry-leading sound technologies including 
lnvisiSound®, compressors with variable-volume-ratio 
capability, and permanent magnet motors.

Reliable operation. Rapid Restart™ enables the chiller 
to quickly regain full operational capacity following 
a power interruption. Symbio® 800 controller alarms 
alert you to changes in performance. 

Specifications
Capacity Range: 150 to 550 tons

Refrigerant: R-410a

Compressor Design: Helical rotary screw

Controls: Symbio® 800 with Adaptive Controls™

Factory-installed Optional Features:  
Energy storage and harmonic filtering, sound-reduction  
packages and factory-installed free cooling 

Energy Efficiency Rating (EER):

• IPLV: 19.7-21.6
• Full load: Up to 11.7 EER

Model ACR

Noteworthy
• Free-cooling option takes advantage of cooler 

ambient air temperature to reduce energy 
consumption

• Variable volume ratio screw compressor 
and variable speed condense fans optimized 
for variable-speed operation, delivers peak 
efficiency under all operating conditions

• Exceeds ASHRAE® 90.1-2019 Path B by 18% at 
full load and 22% at part load

• AdaptiSpeed® technology—the integration 
of a direct-drive, specific-speed screw 
compressor, permanent-magnet motors and 
third-generation Trane Adaptive Frequency™ 
Drive—delivers robust efficiency with some of 
the lowest sound levels in the industry
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GT AIR
AIR CONDITIONING

Air treatment and air movement are fundamental principles that must be considered in 
every cleanroom design. Filtration naturally plays an essential part in achieving classification, 
however, the methodology of moving air through that media must also be considered.

Added to air movement are the principles of air treatment or conditioning, this may include 
heating, cooling, humidification and dehumidification. The parameters to which these must 
be controlled and the accepted tolerances balanced against the constraints of the budget 
will be the guiding influence behind the decision-making process. 

The following pages outline alternative HVAC methods with clear and detailed explanation 
of the differences between the system types and comparisons of benefits and compromises.

Let Guardtech take your operation to the next level.

AIR PLUS
A series of high-specification close control CRAC units that offer tight tempera-
ture and humidity conditions with a reduced plant footprint, offering significant 
benefits in terms of redundancy and maintenance.

AIR LITE
A range of high-capacity fan coil units that provide temperature control only, 
either directly ducted or used for distribution within a plenum.

AIR FIRE
ATEX-rated air handling solutions for high-risk applications that also require 
classification and conditioning. For more information on your potential options, 
contact the Guardtech Commercial team via sales@guardtech.com.

AIR MAX
Guardtech’s elite-level HVAC solution – a range of high-performance air-cooled 
and water-cooled chillers that deliver a level of close control and large-scale 
facility competence unmatched by any other GT Air solution.

AIR PRO
A high-performance customised HVAC solution – these high-performance Air 
Handling Units (AHUs) provide optimum temperature and humidity conditions  
for a diverse range of applications.
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TECHNICAL FEATURES

APPLICATIONS

CAPACITY COVERED
Broad range of cooling

capacities – from 150 to 430 tons.

ENERGY EFFICIENCY
Up to 39 percent better than 

the industry standard requires.

ULTIMATE CONTROL
Tracer controls are integrated with an 
easy-to-use 7-inch color touch-screen 

display that shows vital, at-a-glance infor-
mation about current chiller performance.

RELIABLE, 
LOW-MAINTENANCE 

OPERATION
Designed to make costs as low as 

possible with reliable, low-maintenance 
operation you can depend on.

PRODUCT FEATURES

WATER-COOLED CHILLERS

High efficiency, low noise 
and close control are the 
hallmarks of the GT Air Max 
air-cooled chiller range. 

A robust portfolio of op-
tions features a wide oper-
ating map – so we can find 
the ideal solution for your 
facility. 

The Guardtech Group offer 
an array of tonnage sizes, 
efficiencies and perfor-
mance features to meet 
your requirements. GT Air 
Max delivers exception-
al close control tolerance 

of at least 20ºC +/- 0.1ºC 
and relative humidity of +/- 
1%, helping to achieve the 
level of performance that 
your process requires. 

You define the outcomes, 
and we’ll get you there. GT 
Air Max air-cooled chillers 
give you the flexibility to 
choose from a wide range 
of capacities and features.

From outstanding efficien-
cy to amazing acoustics, 
occupant comfort and 
well-being. You can have 
it all – in varying degrees!

GT Air Max air-cooled 
chillers deliver amazing 
efficiency under all op-
erating conditions, plus 

free cooling in units up 
to 550 tons. The GT Air 
Max Ascend Model ACR 
can maximise savings, 

especially in spaces that 
require more energy. 
An optional harmonic 
filtration system utilises 
a matrix filter design to 
meet the requirements 
of IEEE® 519, while 
also reducing harmonic 
distortion to 5% (or less) 
total demand distortion 
(TDD).

The enivronmentally 
conscious free-cooling 
option takes advantage 
of cooler ambient air 
temperature to reduce 
energy consumption.

The Guardtech Group offer a com-
prehensive portfolio of GT Air Max 
water-cooled chillers. This innova-
tive product line-up meets a variety 
of application challenges. 

The CenTraVac® chiller (above) is 
one of the industry’s quietest, most 
reliable and efficient low-emis-
sion chillers. Critical industrial and 

low-temperature process cooling re-
quires precision — precision that GT 
Air Max chillers excel at providing. 

The combination of sophistcated 
controls, compressors and expan-
sion valve technology can deliver 
exceptionally precise chilled water 
temperature control, with variance 
as tight as 0.3°C.

GT Air Max suits the most demanding of applications, typically where tempera-
ture & humidity need to be controlled to extremely tight tolerances. Bespoke air 
handling units provide a high degree of flexibility in regard to component spec-
ification, ensuring that quality and consistency of air delivery can be achieved.

Guardtech’s elite-level HVAC solution – a range 
of high-performance air-cooled and water-cooled chillers 
that deliver a level of close control and large-scale facility 
competence unmatched by any other GT Air solution.

GT AIR MAX
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Ascend® Air-cooled Chiller

Model ACS chillers are optimized for part-load efficiency and low sound. Best of all, these chillers require little 
oversight, so they are easy to maintain when you are short on maintenance staff.  

Flexible acoustic options. Choose the level of sound 
treatment that best meets application requirements, 
with packages that offer sound levels as low as 95 dBA 
at AHRI conditions for full-load operations. Model ACS is 
well-suited for residential or school environments where 
sound sensitivity is a top priority. 

Simplified maintenance. ACS chillers are designed to 
make installation and maintenance duties easier, safer 
and less frequent. The Symbio® 800 unit controller makes 
it easy to operate, with or without a building automation 
system. It supports all three IP protocols and can use 
ethernet or wires with no gateway or additional devices. 
Adaptive controls maintain efficient, reliable operation.

Specifications
Capacity Range: 140 to 230 tons

Refrigerant: R-454B

Compressor Design:  
Scroll with variable volume ratio 

Controls: Symbio® 800 with Adaptive Controls™

Factory-installed Optional Features:  
Energy storage, heat recovery, integrated 
pumping packages and sound-reduction packages 

Energy Efficiency Rating (EER):

• IPLV: 15.8-16.5
• Full load: 9.7-10.4

Model ACS

Noteworthy
• Minimal maintenance requirements, 

well-suited to rural areas with limited 
access to Trane service locations

• Heat recovery ~65% and temperatures 
up to 140F

• Full- and part-load performance meets 
ASHRAE 90.1-2019 standards

Pharmaceuticals Semiconductor Graphene Cell & Gene Battery Laser & Optical
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Ascend® Air-cooled Chiller

High energy efficiency meets quiet operation. ACR chillers are specially designed for easy integration with facilities 
that have specialized requirements.

Premium efficiency. Delivers amazing efficiency 
under all operating conditions, plus free cooling 
in units up to 550 tons. Ascend Model ACR can 
maximize savings, especially in spaces that require 
more energy. An optional harmonic filtration system 
utilizes a matrix filter design to meet the requirements 
of IEEE® 519, while also reducing harmonic distortion 
to 5% (or less) total demand distortion (TDD).

Superior sound performance. Model ACR chillers 
use industry-leading sound technologies including 
lnvisiSound®, compressors with variable-volume-ratio 
capability, and permanent magnet motors.

Reliable operation. Rapid Restart™ enables the chiller 
to quickly regain full operational capacity following 
a power interruption. Symbio® 800 controller alarms 
alert you to changes in performance. 

Specifications
Capacity Range: 150 to 550 tons

Refrigerant: R-410a

Compressor Design: Helical rotary screw

Controls: Symbio® 800 with Adaptive Controls™

Factory-installed Optional Features:  
Energy storage and harmonic filtering, sound-reduction  
packages and factory-installed free cooling 

Energy Efficiency Rating (EER):

• IPLV: 19.7-21.6
• Full load: Up to 11.7 EER

Model ACR

Noteworthy
• Free-cooling option takes advantage of cooler 

ambient air temperature to reduce energy 
consumption

• Variable volume ratio screw compressor 
and variable speed condense fans optimized 
for variable-speed operation, delivers peak 
efficiency under all operating conditions

• Exceeds ASHRAE® 90.1-2019 Path B by 18% at 
full load and 22% at part load

• AdaptiSpeed® technology—the integration 
of a direct-drive, specific-speed screw 
compressor, permanent-magnet motors and 
third-generation Trane Adaptive Frequency™ 
Drive—delivers robust efficiency with some of 
the lowest sound levels in the industry

Trane® Optimus™ 
Water-Cooled 
Chillers 
150 – 430 tons

BENEFITS COMPROMISES

• Exceptional close control tolerance of at least 
20ºC +/- 0.1ºC and relative humidity of +/- 1%
• Highly efficient and sustainable option
• Engineered to deliver excellent acoustical 
performance
• Relatively low running costs for large-scale 
facility management

• More expensive solution than GT Air Plus 
and Lite
• Longer lead times than GT Air Plus and 
Lite
• Not suitable for smaller applications
• Requires substantial roof or exterior plant 
space for housing

AIR-COOLED
CHILLERS

SUSTAINABILITY
High efficiency solution with optional 
free cooling. No cooling toward helps 

to conserve water usage. 

PRECISION
Maintains temperatures within tight 

tolerances.

ACOUSTICAL 
PERFORMANCE

Acoustical data used to help system 
designers achieve appropriate sound 

levels for any context.

RELATIVE LOW COST
Best performance for your budget 

guaranteed with long-lasting reliable 
HVAC solution.

PRODUCT FEATURES

6

Ultimate control

Trane Intelligent Services 

Optimus chillers can be supported by Trane Intelligent 
Services (TIS), providing off-site monitoring of vital 
system functions. Multiple service options let you pick 
the protection you want for peace of mind 365 days a 
year, 24 hours a day.

Tracer™ controls add advanced intelligence to Trane® 
Optimus™ chillers, offering precise levels of system 
operation that deliver advantages in performance, 
efficiency and reduced energy consumption. Other 
controllers simply can’t match up. 

The capacity you need

• Adaptive Control™ algorithms — All Trane chillers 
produced today utilize industryleading control 
strategies that respond to a variety of conditions 
to maintain efficient chiller plant operation. These 
control strategies effectively direct the operation 
of the chiller, maximizing both performance and 
reliability by optimizing variable-speed compressors 
and condenser fans, even in variable primary-flow 
applications.

• Adaptive control — Keeps the chiller working 
efficiently in extreme conditions — even if there is 
a building automation system failure — so you can 
count on reliable operation when you need it the 
most.

• Open-protocol design — Allows the AdaptiView™ 
controller to work with any building automation 
system without the need for gateways, such as 
BACnet®, Modbus or LonTalk®.

Industry-exclusive interface

Tracer controls are integrated  with an easy-
to-use 7-inch color touch-screen display that 
shows vital, at-a-glance information about 
current chiller performance, as well  as graphical 
trending information about chiller performance 
over time. More than 100 diagnostic and 
operating points are available.  No other chiller 
includes a more feature-filled control user 
interface that’s easier to operate.
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GT AIR PRO

APPLICATIONS

GT Air Pro suits a wide variety of applications in a diverse range of sectors. Whilst 
it may not boast the same capacity for catering to the needs of the largest-scale 
facilities as GT Air Max, as an air handling solution GT Air Pro has the capability 
to cover the same spectrum of demanding applications.

Medical Device Healthcare Oil & Gas Cell & Gene Battery Laser & Optical

AIR HANDLING UNITS EXPLAINED

FULLY 
CUSTOM-BUILT 

EQUIPMENT  

ENERGY-
EFFICIENT
DESIGNS

FULLY PRE-
WIRED ENERGY 

EFFICIENT 
CONTROLS

HIGH 
EFFICIENCY 

HEAT 
RECOVERY 

AHUs

STATE-OF-THE-
ART FAN 

TECHNOLOGY

PRODUCT 
FEATURES

Air handling units 
(AHUs) provide con-
ditioned and con-
trolled air movement 
throughout the clean-
room. 

A typical GT Air Pro 
Air Handling Unit will 
clean the incoming 
fresh air, temperature 
condition and provide 
a measured amount 
of flow of air into the 
building distributed 
via a ductwork system 
– with a close control 
tolerance of at least 
20ºC +/- 1ºC and 

relative humidity of 
+/- 5%.

All equipment is de-
signed to fit through 
the specific available 
access, delivered to 
site, positioned and 
fully assembled by 
Guardtech Group en-
gineers.

The Guardtech instal-
lation team have expe-
rience of fitting units 
into a wide variety of 
applications with a 
range of different chal-
lenges and obstacles.

Air Handling Units (AHUs) collect Air 
Intake from outside, which is then 
treated and distributed throughout 
the cleanrooms and/or indoor air that  
is “recycled”. Depending on the 

air purity requirements, the Filter 
applied will have a higher or lower 
particle retention level – countering 
viruses, bacteria, odours, and other 
air pollutants. 

A high-performance customised HVAC solution 
– these high-performance Air Handling Units (AHUs) 
provide optimum temperature and humidity conditions  
for a diverse range of applications.

The Fan forms part of the electromechanical 
system that powers the air, expelling it from the 
AHU to the ducts which distribute it through-
out the rooms.

Heat exchangers transfer temperature be-
tween two fluids, such as coolant and air, sep-
arated by a solid barrier.

The air passing through a Cooling Coil module 
is cooled. 

Water droplets can be generated, which are 
then collected in a condensate tray thanks 
to a built-in droplet separator. Coatings that 
considerably reduce the sound level of the in-
stallation are known as Silencers. The empty 
spaces in which airflow is homogenised are 
called Plenums.

CREDIT: www.airtecnics.com

BENEFITS COMPROMISES

• Close control, tight tolerance temperature & 
humidity parameters achievable
• Centralised plant supports simplified mainte-
nance schedule
• Connection to BMS for central control and 
monitoring
• Can be sited externally 
• Available with different utility connections, 
such as LTHW, chilled water, DX & steam

• Single point of failure 
• Higher running costs
• Large plant space requirement
• Higher power 
consumption
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GT AIR PLUS

APPLICATIONS

GT Air Plus is a robust cleanroom air handling solution suitable for a number 
of different industries using controlled environments as part of their process. 
However, because this solution only offers temperature control, the spectrum of 
applications it supports is significantly decreased compared to GT Max and Pro.

Cosmetics Automotive Horticulture Digital Printing Aerospace Manufacturing

TECHNICAL FEATURES
Working Flow 

Schematic Diagram

The GT Air Plus series  of Air 
Handling Units (AHUs is de-
signed for use in a wide  range 
of process, manufacturing and 
other cleanroom applications.

GT Air Plus units, which deliv-
er a close control tolerance 
of at least 20ºC +/- 2ºC and 
relative humidity of +/- 10% 
combine precise temperature 
and humidity control with out-
standing reliability. The units 
feature EC fans and inverter 
compressor technology, using  
remote air-cooled condensers 
for optimised energy efficiency. 

Key engineered features:

l Precise control
l Various supply air 
arrangements
l Corrosion-proof
l Easy maintenance
l EC Fan
l Air Filter
l Scroll compressor
l Isolated control panel
l Forced dehumidification 
system
l Electrode Humidifier (op-
tional)
l Electric Heater (optional)
l Self-diagnosis

A series of high-specification close control CRAC 
units that offer tight temperature and humidity condi-
tions with a reduced plant footprint, offering significant 
benefits in terms of redundancy and maintenance.

TECHNICAL DRAWINGS
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A1 Unit cabinet dimension drawing for underflow unit

① Pipe connect area: Specific position and kinds differ slightly in different unit series. Refer to the onsite unit.
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A1 A2 A3 A4 A5
WIDTH/mm 875 1480 1750 2490 3095
DEPTH/mm 890 890 890 890 890
HEIGHT/mm 1960 1960 1960 1960 1960

Typical unit cabinet dimension drawing for upflow unit

Typical unit cabinet dimension 
drawing for underflow unit
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Technical Parameters 

Unit model 16V1A1 20V1A1 25V1A1 30V1A2 35V1A2 40V1A3

Supply air scheme(1) O/U
Cooling capacity  

Total (2) kW 16.3 22.3 25.1 30.2 36.9 40.6
Sensible (2) kW 15.0 20.7 23.3 27.5 34.0 38.2
Total (3) kW 17.9 24.5 27.6 33.2 40.6 44.7
Sensible (3) kW 16.0 22.2 24.9 29.4 36.4 40.9

Compressor
Type Hermetic inverter scroll
Power input (2) kW 4.2 5.9 7.1 7.9 9.2 10.6
Current (2) A 6.8 9.5 11.4 12.7 14.7 17
Max power input (4) kW 6.8 11.5 11.5 13.7 15.2 11.5
Max current input (4) A 10.9 18.4 18.4 22.0 24.5 18.5

Supply fan
Type Caseless backward EC centrifugal fan
Qty. of fan n. 1 1 1 1 1 2
Air volume m³/h 5750 6500 7300 8800 9600 12600
Extra pressure (5) Pa Standard ESP is 75Pa, adjustment range is 50~300Pa
Power input kW 1.1 1.25 1.46 1.7 2.0 2.4
Current A 1.7 2 2.3 2.6 3. 3.7

Condenser fan (3)
MAE Model AMAE6 AMAE6 AMAE8 AMAE10 AMAE12 AMAE15
Quantity n. 1 1 1 1 1 1

Electric heater
Type kW 6 6 9 9 9 13.5
Heating capacity A 9.1 9.1 13.5 13.5 13.5 20.4
Working steps n. 2 2 2 2 2 2

Humidifier
Type Electrode
Capacity kg/h 3 3 5 5 5 8
Power input kW 2.3 2.3 3.8 3.8 3.8 5.9
Current a 3.4 3.4 5.7 5.7 5.7 9

Power supply
Power supply 380V/3Ph/50Hz
Unit maximum operation power (6) kW 17.0 21.7 24.7 26.9 33.6 33.4
Unit maximum operation current (6) A 28.6 36.1 40.5 44.1 56.5 56.1

Air filter G4/plate

Unit connection pipe
Humidifier water supply in 1/2
Condensing water drainage in 3/4
Gas pipe mm 19 22 22 22 22 2x22
Liquid pipe` mm 12.7 12.7 12.7 16 16 2x12.7

Unit dimension and weight
Width mm 875 875 1480 1480 1480 1750
Depth mm 890 890 890 890 890 890
Height mm 1960 1960 1960 1960 1960 1960
Weight kg 280 320 380 420 460 525

(1) — O: Over flow, U: Under flow; 
(2) —Return air temperature is 24℃, RH50%, Ambient temperature35℃, Inverter compressor is under economic speed.
(3) —Return air temperature is 24℃, RH50%, Ambient temperature35℃, Inverter compressor is under maximum speed.
(4) —Maximum input power of the inverter compressor refers to the input power at the maximum speed of the compressor and at a high condensing temperature. Maximum current value is the 
input current value from the power source to the inverter drive.
(5) —For ESP over 300 Pa, Contact manufacturer; 

(6) —Max operating power and current: in the extreme condition when ambient temperature at 45℃ and unit’s electrical heater running at its full capacity to de-humidify.

OPTIMA-INV.DXA 
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Working Flow Schematic Diagram

Heat from the indoor air is transferred to the refrigerant at the evaporator coil and rejected to the outside air via the air-cooled 

condenser.

Air cooled direct expansion (DXA) includes throttle, evaporator coil, scroll compressor and refrigeration piping configuration.

Indoor unit: OPTIMA(-INV).DXA

Outdoor unit: AMAE air cooled condenser
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Air cooled direct expansion with indirect free cooling (FC.DXA)
The FC.DXA unit is a dual-circuit system combining DXA heat-rejection with indirect free cooling (FC). The circuits are independent. 

When there is a call for cooling, and the difference between indoor and ambient temperatures is acceptable, the FC unit will run to provide 

indirect free cooling through rejecting heat via a dry cooler. Only when free cooling capacity is insufficient to meet the cooling demand will 

the DXA unit start up mechanical cooling. Reduced run hours of the DXA system through the use of the FC unit saves energy.

Indoor unit: OPTIMA(-INV)-FC.DXA

Outdoor unit: AMAE air cooled condenser, CMEH dry cooler, PUG pump kit

Air cooled direct expansion system (DXA)

Air cooled direct expansion with double cooling source (DC.DXA)

The DC.DXA unit is a dual-circuit system offering both DXA (air cooled) mechanical cooling and chilled water cooling (CW). It 

contains two independent cooling circuits with different heat-rejection methods for redundancy. 

Indoor unit: OPTIMA(-INV)-DC.DXA

Outdoor unit: AMAE air cooled condenser, PUG pump kit, CMEH dry cooler, user supplied chilled water source 
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Working Flow Schematic Diagram

Heat from the indoor air is transferred to the refrigerant at the evaporator coil and rejected to the outside air via the air-cooled 

condenser.

Air cooled direct expansion (DXA) includes throttle, evaporator coil, scroll compressor and refrigeration piping configuration.

Indoor unit: OPTIMA(-INV).DXA

Outdoor unit: AMAE air cooled condenser
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Air cooled direct expansion with indirect free cooling (FC.DXA)
The FC.DXA unit is a dual-circuit system combining DXA heat-rejection with indirect free cooling (FC). The circuits are independent. 

When there is a call for cooling, and the difference between indoor and ambient temperatures is acceptable, the FC unit will run to provide 

indirect free cooling through rejecting heat via a dry cooler. Only when free cooling capacity is insufficient to meet the cooling demand will 

the DXA unit start up mechanical cooling. Reduced run hours of the DXA system through the use of the FC unit saves energy.

Indoor unit: OPTIMA(-INV)-FC.DXA

Outdoor unit: AMAE air cooled condenser, CMEH dry cooler, PUG pump kit

Air cooled direct expansion system (DXA)

Air cooled direct expansion with double cooling source (DC.DXA)

The DC.DXA unit is a dual-circuit system offering both DXA (air cooled) mechanical cooling and chilled water cooling (CW). It 

contains two independent cooling circuits with different heat-rejection methods for redundancy. 

Indoor unit: OPTIMA(-INV)-DC.DXA

Outdoor unit: AMAE air cooled condenser, PUG pump kit, CMEH dry cooler, user supplied chilled water source 

Air cooled direct 
expansion system

Air cooled direct expansion 
with indirect free cooling

BENEFITS COMPROMISES

• Strong close control tolerance of at least 20ºC 
+/- 2ºC and relative humidity of +/- 10%
• Tight temperature and humidity conditions
• Reduced plant footprint 
• Significant functionality advantages in terms of 
redundancy and maintenance
• Efficient, reliable option

• Not as equipped to cope with the rigours 
of considerably large-scale facilities as GT 
Air Max and Pro
• Potentially longer lead times than Lite 
option
• More expensive price point than Lite 
option
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Unit Dimension Drawing
A1 Unit cabinet dimension drawing for upflow unit
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① Pipe connect area: Specific position and kinds differ slightly in different unit series. Refer to the onsite unit.

A1 A2 A3 A4 A5
WIDTH/mm 875 1480 1750 2490 3095
DEPTH/mm 890 890 890 890 890
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Direct Free Cooling (DFC)
For installations where outdoor temperatures are commonly lower than indoor temperature, fresh air can be introduced directly 

into the room to cool the equipment; this is known as direct free cooling (DFC). A well designed and integrated DFC system can 

greatly reduce the dependency on other cooling systems and save energy through minimizing their run hours. DFC systems can 

be integrated with  OPTIMA-INV units, with both up flow and down flow configurations. The corresponding series name becomes 

OPTIMA-INV-DFC.DXA. The diagram showing the arrangement and principle for direct free cooling options is as follows:

Free Cooling Mode Free Cooling + Mechanical Cooling Mechanical Cooling Mode

Up Flow Unit

Down Flow Unit

Free Cooling Mode Free Cooling + Mechanical Cooling Mechanical Cooling Mode

OPTIMA-INV-DFC systems include mechanical (DX) cooling and free cooling modes, together with the intelligence to switch 

between the modes to ensure the most efficient operation. When utilizing direct free cooling, the DX system compressor stops, 

which  has a significant impact on the energy consumption.

In recent years, energy-efficient data centers have attracted greater attention and many data centers are now able to achieve 

significant energy savings through both increasing the IT equipment tolerance temperatures and expanding the considered 

geographical scope to exploit direct free cooling (which is not only limited to regions of extreme cold).
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Indirect Free Cooling
Indirect free cooling refers to heat-rejection through circulating water between an indoor cooling coil and an outdoor dry cooler or 

cooling tower; the water absorbs the heat at the indoor coil and then discharges it to the atmosphere via the dry cooler or cooling 

tower.

Air cooled direct expansion unit with indirect free cooling(FC)
By adding a water coil to the direct-expansion evaporator coil and completing an indirect free cooling (FC) circuit with a dry cooler 
or cooling tower, significant energy savings can be made through a reduction in the DX compressor run hours. When there is a call 
for cooling, and the difference between indoor and ambient temperatures is acceptable, the FC system will run to provide indirect 
free cooling. If the FC system can not satisfy the total cooling demand, the DX cooling system will commence operation, however, 
as the outdoor ambient temperature decreases, the proportion of FC capacity will increase. When free cooling capacity reaches 
100%, and cooling demand is being met, complete FC mode is achieved and there is no compressor power consumption from the 
DX system.

OPTIMA-INV units can accommodate the indirect free cooling option. The corresponding series becomes OPTIMA-INV-FC.DXA.

The schematic diagram showing the principle of operation for an air-cooled direct expansion unit with indirect free cooling (FC) is 
as follows:

42 31

5

6

7

8 9 10

13 14 12

11

1 Indoor unit
2 Outdoor unit
3 Pump group(optional)
4 Dry cooler(optional)
5 Compressor
6 Evaporator
7 Supply fan

8 Expansion valve
9 Sight glass
10 Filter dryer
11 Liquid receiver
12 Air cooled condenser
13 Return air
14 Supply air
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S1 Fresh air inlet box

S2 Fresh air inlet box
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Air cooled condenser

AMAE5 AMAE6 AMAE8 AMAE10 AMAE12 AMAE15 AMAE18 AMAE20

A 1365 1365 1665 1665 1985 1985 2785 2785
B 1080 1080 1080 1080 1080 1080 1080 1080
C 620 620 620 620 620 620 620 620
D 1237 1237 1537 1537 1857 1857 2657 2657
E 570 570 570 570 570 570 570 570
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GT AIR LITE

APPLICATIONS

GT Air Lite suits the least demanding of applications – most commonly labo-
ratories or non-classified controlled environments where considerations on the 
movement of air and type of airflow is of far less significance.

Universities R&D Packaging Injection Moulding Food Diagnostics

BENEFITS

COMPROMISES
•  Quiet alternative that is largely hidden from 
view – with only subtle air grilles visible
• Ideal for heating or cooling a large number of 
rooms at once
• Includes a Deluxe PAR wired controller with 
backlit LCD display and user-friendly menus
• Suits virtually all room layouts airflow-wise
• More cost-effective than GT Air Max and Pro 

• Temperature control-only solution
• Unsuitable for applications requiring hu-
midity control
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TECHNICAL FEATURES

 LOSSNAY FRESH 
AIR VENTILATION

The Lossnay system recovers the ener-
gy from stale air to pre-heat or pre-cool 

incoming fresh air, reducing the amount of 
additional heating or cooling required.

UNOBTRUSIVE
Ducted units are the ultimate hidden heat-
ing and cooling solution with only grilles 

visible.

EASY INSTALLATION
Versatile and easy installation is possible – 
adjust the distance between the air-intake 

and air-outlet vents to create the optimal 
airflow configuration.

IDEAL AIRFLOW 
The flexible duct design 
and high-pressure of our 
ducted systems increase 

variation in airflow options 
ensuring the system oper-

ates in a way that best suits 
virtually all room layouts.

DELUXE PAR 
CONTROLLER 

This attractive liquid crystal display (pic-
tured left) incorporates  

a backlit screen and simple menus.

PRODUCT FEATURES

As the most discreet 
space heating solution 
available, ducted sys-
tems – like the GT Air 
Lite – offer a stylish, 
quiet alternative that 
is largely hidden from 
view with only subtle 
air grilles visible.

The ducted GT Air 
Lite’s high-static air-
flow allows air to be 
directed to different 
areas of your clean-
room with ease. GT 
Air Lite features close 
control tolerance of 
at least 20ºC +/- 3ºC 

but with no humidi-
ty control. This unit 
is ideal for heating or 
cooling a large num-
ber of rooms at once 
and includes a Deluxe 
PAR wired controller 
with backlit LCD dis-
play and user-friendly 
menus.  

Take control of your 
power consumption 
via the PAR Con-
troller’s inbuilt en-
ergy-saving feature 
whilst also setting up 
to eight temperature 
patterns per day.

Designed for easy installation in ceiling or bulkhead 
spaces, ducted heat pumps are largely hidden from 
view, with only subtle grilles visible. 

Using concealed ducting to connect multiple rooms 
for heating or cooling, these systems are ideal for a 
wide range of applications.

A range of high-capacity fan coil units that 
provide temperature control only, either directly 
ducted or used for distribution within a plenum.

TECHNICAL DRAWINGS

Mr Slim New  Product Information PEAD-RP100JAQ

PEAD-RP100JAQ
Zubadan Inverter Heat Pump
R410A Ceiling Concealed Ducted System

The new Mr Slim Zubadan Inverter heat pumps achieve an excellent 
heating performance even when the outdoor air temperature is as low as -
25 degrees C.

Pictures not to scale

TECHNICAL DATA
Function Cooling/Heating

Capacity - Cooling 22.0kW

Capacity - Cooling (min. - max.) 11.2 - 27.0kW

Power input - Cooling 6.11 kW

EER / COP 3.60 / 3.62

Type Single Split, Inverter

Capacity - Heating 25.0kW

Capacity - Heating (min. - max.) 12.5 - 29.0kW

Power input - Heating 6.89 kW

AEER / ACOP 3.27 / 3.37

Operation Range - Cooling -5 / +46°C 

Airflow (Lo-Hi, Litre/sec) 967 / 1,183 / 1,400

Current Indoor - Cooling (Running)  3.6

Power supply 230V / Single Phase / 50Hz 

Liquid pipe size (OD, mm) 9.52

Max. pipe length (m) 75

Dimensions (WxDxH, mm) 1370 x 1120 x 470

External Static Pressure 60-75-100-150Pa

Operation Range - Heating -20 / +21°C

Sound Level (Lo-Hi, dB(A)) 40 - 43 - 46

Current Indoor - Heating (Running) 3.6

Refrigerant R410A

Gas pipe size (OD, mm) 22.2

Max. pipe height (m) 30

Weight 108 kg



 Temperature control

 Custom-built solution

 Suitable for cGMP environments

 Superior precise control

 Wall or ceiling-mounted

 Straightforward maintenance

 Humidity control

 Higher power consumption

 Regular maintenance advised

 Can be ducted – either directly or to plenum

 Plant room(s)/external area required

FEATURES

QUICK-LOOK COMPARISON GUIDE
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Guardtech House,
Unit 1A Homefield Road, 

Haverhill, Suffolk, 
CB9 8QP

www.guardtech.com


